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A LIGHT BEYOND THE STARS
The Light

T

he sky flashed a leaden zinc, as if the universal all-brane were resetting itself, and the
nonaped - a violaceous tourmaline against ethane-drenched rock-ice - raised its prime (of
three) sensor pod, sniffed tentatively at the methane fog and scuttled away; its long, segmented, exoskeletal body following the contours of the frozen rock as it disappeared. At the same
time, a small, buzzing haze of rotary winged motes took flight from a standing cryogenic pool
of oily indigo and, in a tri-angled formation, speared off into a rolling bank of misty pink hydrocarbon - diffuse against the wan, amber sky - excreting poisonous hydroxide as they fled
the gigantine, flaccid form as it oscillated into view.
Judging by the even, but intense (by local standards) dissipation of photons through the
thick, moist atmosphere, and the position of the main sequence star of the trinary system, the
biome was entering the late stage of its second warming cycle of the rotation. A joyous time
for the aboriginal inhabitants of the habitat-sphere, as the hydrogen glaciers of the lower
reaches melted, evaporated and combined with the carbon-heavy atmosphere to form lusciously life-sustaining methane, or further recombining into long-chain ethane and in some
more sheltered spots, and only briefly, even more sumptuous, more complex hydrocarbons
still.
The heavy, pleasant scent of the ethane hung in the misty air and the effervescing, bioluminescent lichen gave off a gentle, pulsing glow and a complimentary, sweetly bitter aroma,
suggestive of a rich carbon seam somewhere deep within the rock-ice below. The lichen must
have gravitated to an updraft and, as ever, life abounded around any geyser of the nutritiously
out-gassing liquid.
A large, blurring obsidian smudge appeared briefly from the carmine fog, thwumscreeching as its nonabladed rotors tilted to throw it out of the path of the swirling bag of
copper-and-turquoise coloured gases contained within a translucent membrane that vacillated
and rippled as it flowed over the broken, hard-packed rock of hydrogen ice. This particular
patch, leading up to the fissure, being marked by a more hardy, bronzed scrub that supped at
the slow melting rocks under the warming starlight of the three, orange dwarfs. The lumberous, protuberant bulk came to a surprisingly sharp halt - a tsunami-like wave travelling across
its surface as its inertia rippled away - having been startled by the soaring rotator. Normally
the flyer’s sonar would have avoided such close calls, but with the broiling weather and banks
of rolling fog - caused by the upwelling atmospheric convection cells - as the biome passed
second closest to two of the three dwarf stars, it was not unexpected. The bloated form, having stopped, flowed outwards to lower its bulbous mass, enveloping more of the hydrogen-ice
and faintly glowing tannin brush so that gradually the membrane that rested against the rockice pealed back in patches and reformed into simple pincered mandibles, which plucked del-
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icately at the stringy fronds of the plant-growths before inverting so that the specimens came
to be within the membraned volume, held with in the swirling gases and liquid bladders, as if
by sleight of mandible. While this was going on, small orifices appeared higher up on the outer skin and the area local to each expanded to suck in snatches of the foggy air, to taste the
sweet ‘thane and gain a tantalising whiff of the propane wafting up from the crevice below.
As the leviathan (far bigger than the local biome could ever have evolved) plucked and
sucked at the local biota, another appeared, heaving itself over and then lolling down a low
ridge of compacted carbo-hydrogen, as it appeared from the methane fog like a tumbling asteroid from a cloudy nebula. To a casual glance, the second form seemed much as the first. A
rotund, swirling multicoloured mass - in the green-blue-yellow range - held in place by a
glassy, diaphanous azotosome skin interface that rippled with oily swirls of that same loamyjade as if patterned in flattened, flowing bubbles. Set deep within the tenebrous reaches of the
sac-enveloped cloudy sphere of liquids/gases was a dense knot of dark fibrous filigrees - a
plexus - held in place by countless, fine, barely visible ligatures that appeared to both hold the
central, gnarly nodule of sinuous tissue in place, and also to act upon the outer, acrylonitrile
membrane, giving it form and shape, manipulating its great surface area in the low gravity of
this dwarf world. Each ligature appeared to act as muscle ligaments or the pleating of contracting-expanding tendrils so that the membrane could be shaped and manipulated with sublimely dextrous refinement, allowing mandibles, orifices, locomotion, even communication
and reproduction.
But the two sizeable balloon-like creatures were not the same. Subtle differences differentiated them, in colouring, size and even preferential shapes taken so that they were each individual, giant, amoeba-like blobs, but unique and far more complex. A methane-based
gaseous support system for a deep intellect that threaded its way back through the haphazard
course of the local galactic arm’s history like an ancient, immortal deep-ocean creature. Lord
of its domain; which in this case was the hydrocarbon-rich, super-cold, moons and dwarf
worlds, which the universal all-brane birthed in abundance, out beyond the warmer, inner core
of a solar system, where they lurked in the shadow, often, of the super-gas and ice giants.
‘Ah, I scent you. I had considered wondering where you had gone and thence to come to
since the commencement of the tri-cycle,’ said CalmAtFirstLightning, through a rapid series
of colour displays flashing across xir facing membrane, subtly mixed with gassy scent excretions, and a firm tap-tapping of a single, rigid pseudopod against the rock-ice.
‘Butane. The propane in this vein is recombining. Can you smell the imminent change
to composition as the carbon content volumises?’ ReflectionsInPooledFog offered, ignoring
FirstLightning’s statement/query.
‘We have mechanisms for enriching methane for our own non-native sustenance and
betterment, as you well know. Why go and then come to seek its natural occurrence?’
‘Oh, for its own reward, but you would know if you felt to sniff.’ Reflections farted xis
response in quick spirts, without adding colour or drummings, which was an insult ordinarily,
although xe knew that FirstLightning would ignore it. Reflections liked to goad FirstLight-
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ning, but only for xis own amusement as xis bud-mate rarely rose to the challenge. Not that an
animalistic mandible-grapple - as would have been the resolution farther back along their species’ evolutionary journey - would have ever been an option. For one thing, xe was far too
old.
FirstLightning did indeed ignore the deliberate attempt to rile xir. ‘Well, then be rewarded, kindred. This life-sphere is a blessing to us and we tend its lusciously livid gardens for no
better reason than to see them well tended.’ There was affection, love even, in those excreted
words, which FirstLightning knew would cause Reflections to be humbled back into a more
congenial disposition. It was xir gentle method of coercion over xir more gruff and ill-spoken
until-ending-calamity-mate.
‘You utter with the wisdom, the tenderness, oft denied me, my sympathetic bud,’ said
Reflections, with a full display of colour, scent and drumming. It worked; Reflections was a
simple plex at the core.
‘Will you return with me, ReflectionsInPooledFog? In this spacial moment.’
‘Not before the butane propagates and the local life reacts to the second warming’s
bounty. The glory of xenobiochemistry in the- Why? You would not normally ask me of such
a thing, CalmAtFirstLightning? Do I smell concern swirling in the mist?’
FirstLightning paused, initially as a simple but effective method of upping the ante, but
also because xie was not entirely sure how to articulate the information that xie had brought to
xir alltime-bud-cully. Eventually, and with a precursive issue of gas through six topside blowhole apertures (so that no offence could be inferred), xie said, ‘concern, well, in the eternal
encroachment of spacetime as the all-brane collapses around in us atrophy, then yes. An event,
stellar in origin, that demands our attention, has occurred, and I wish to share this new knowledge. Will you honour me with your attention, your attendance, cully-bud?’
Reflections changed xis stance, raising up, thinning, to become taller, narrower; a gesture of respect and trust. ‘Need you only to have asked, my own pair-bud. But I can first bear
witness to the carbon recombination? Stellar phenomena are well and truly catalogued for being slow to bud their faraway fruit.’
FirstLightning sagged, splaying out over the slick, foamy hydrogen ice, and, having
gained better purchase, moved away back up the ridge at a surprising pace. As xie was about
to be lost to scent, xie said, ‘I would feel within my burdensome sac surprise, if there were
any such left to be touched upon. Go and come, or not, cut-to-my-under-face, but know that
not all stellar events occur in spacetime frames of your wish choosing.’
Reflections sagged back to a more bulbous form, sniffed forlornly at the cusp of the liquid drops of butane was they arced majestically in the light gravity to fall amongst the enlivened, copper brush, and belched a simple, ‘I follow as one ever attendant;’ aiming it high
up, and over the ridge, without the surety of knowing if the scent would reach a rapidly receding FirstLightning.
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The sheltered-calm-space was a simple lean-too of a gossamer-thin but hardy skin-like
tethered sheet (grown from their own interfacing ‘brane) that billowed slightly in the
thermally energised mist. Underneath it were two shallow, circular scrapings for each to settle
into during restorative periods of calmful reflection. Scattered within, but orderly, were a few
simple, ovoid, glassy devices to aid in the combining of various chemical compounds needed
for supplemental sustainment in times of scarcity; a large lens, and other instruments for their
own care, and caretaker functions. During periods of hypercold density, when the biome was
at aphelion to the trinary stars (its coldest and least chemically energetic point), the lamina
membrane would drop down and the internal atmospheric space enriched as required. But
during this the second warming it was raised high, like a sail to catch hard radiation and damaging ultraviolet rays that rained down from the three distended dwarfs so that there was
barely a shadow anywhere on the sphere’s slick surface.
‘There will be other butane propagations,’ Reflections said, simply, as xe entered the
calm-space, contrition lacing xis scent-colour-drummings. But not during this second warming there won’t, Reflections swirled internally but did not add it to xis outward display.
FirstLightning was settled, low and spread wide like a glistening, viscous pool. Still,
immutable. Reflections was about to launch into yet more conciliatory offerings, when xie
said, ‘your devotion to this lush and rare biota does our budded dyad much credit, inti-mate.
You please me that you went and then came, now sniff and know. Our ending calamity will be
upon us as it would always have been, my ending-mate.’
Reflections was shocked and inadvertently farted xis sudden swell of fear/discomfort.
FirstLightning’s colouring changed slightly, becoming subdued in sympathy. Xie seemed to
sense that the news would be hard for Reflections to bear and was offering what empathetic
mollification xie could.
FirstLightning’s membrane rippled slightly and a device, held internally, began to move
slowly to xir surface. It was a dual shaped object, two bulbs connected at the stems where
small valved apertures provided dextrous interaction. A bottle with no obvious opening and
made of the same hardened, glassy strata as the chemical recombination devices, but larger,
with complex internal chambers, atriums and ventricles that allowed dense gases and pooled
liquids to be held, mixed and separated as required. It was a readable, scent-based storage
device. FirstLightning and Reflections had a few with them on the surface of the sphere; others - many more - were filled with data (reports, thoughts, messages) and held in orbit ready
to be sent back through the connecting-brane when it suited them to do so.
Reflections caught FirstLightning’s hinting scent of a media device brimmed with new
content before the device itself passed through xir membrane to become sniffable on its own
account. A thickset mandible formed and FirstLightning offered it forth. Rather than form a
similar mandible so to then take the heavy object, Reflections shuffled forwards, rolling
slightly to let FirstLightning pass the device directly through xis membrane - an intensely intimate act for their kind. Delicate, inverted fingers formed and took hold of the media container now floating within Reflections’ internal reservoirs of liquids/gases, as ligatures un-
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furled from xis central plexus to further grip the thing steady. Inert gases from within Reflections’ sac enveloped the device as fingers found the apertures and, as if xe were playing a
pleasure-scent instrument, Reflections began to read the data contained within.
A light, captured using a gas bladder lens and converted to smell; Reflections let the
scent-picture build. A light, dim at first, and with a faint aquamarine tinge, to then burst in a
powerful pulse of photonic, radiative, hard energy. Reflections could almost feel the heat on
xis skin, searing photons raining down. The light was a star - had been a star - and its colouring suggesting that its origin was neutronic, the collapsed core of a supergiant. Deadly. Allending. Then the light changed and the whole thing buckled, deformed; the perspective
pulled out and the light shuddered in a single great pulse, issuing forth a ring of emerald light,
that expanded, blurring as it travelled outwards, to course throughout the local spiral arm. An
omnidirectional rolling wave of heat-death. Then another pulse (the imagery sped up), and a
third. Each becoming more scattered as they sped away from their origin point. The light then
faded back to a single, dulled point, a nondescript, blinking pulsar lost to the tarry blackness
of the all-brane.
Reflections rolled back slightly, as if unable to stop ximself, and flowed outward to mirror FirstLightning; a wobbly flattened disk of suppressed markings. ‘I must look upon the
patch of the all-brane,’ xe said, finally, with a misty spurt of annoyance. Their optical sensory
organs were basic affairs, contained deep within the plexus and able to do little more than
read the bright, close colourings of others of their kind. Scent was how they perceived the
complexities of the universe about them, with basic touch to confirm their findings and manipulate their environment. Sight was not a sense Reflections used much beyond communication; just as it was supposed to be. FirstLightning was younger and tended to do their gazing
when it was required, but Reflections knew that xie would want xim to gaze upon the brane
directly.
FirstLightning said only, ‘look, even with the pain of it, and then you will know our implacable duty to this place.’
Reflections reached over and picked up the large lens, drawing it within. After a moment spent grasping it with spare ligatures (not being used to secure the media device) Reflections raised ximself tall and aimed the lens, using scent-imagery from the media to hone xis
aim. The lens would cut though the heavy, broiling, fluorine sky, replete with low cloud and
rolling banks of fog, to give Reflections a clear view of the blackened, studded all-brane beyond. Xe looked, as uncomfortable as it was, xe stared, straining xis cluster of optical orbs,
clearing xis internal volume of colour to peer yet more intently, but nothing could xe see of
the aqua light, or the neutron pulses. Eventually, and abruptly, feeling a little slow for not recognising FirstLightning’s play, xe sagged back to a more comfortable ovoid and regurgitated
the lens and the media container.
‘The light,’ Reflections offered, after a moment, ‘it has yet to colour this patch of the
all-brane.’
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‘Correct. The light has yet to travel the distance to us, here, in our cherished biome. The
scent-sighting having been decanted and sent through the connecting-brane, from those of us
nearer to the event nexus.’
Reflections paused again and FirstLightning’s colours calmed as xie gave xir bud-mate
time in contemplation. Finally, Reflections said, ‘and so, I deduce that others of us closer-in
lack the spacetime to react.’
‘And will become ended, as all must, along with their tended biomes, yes,’ FirstLightning added, with flaccid puffs, gentle taps and muted colours. ‘For those that have not
already.’
‘Hmm, yes. Then so the knowledge was sent ahead, as… warning to those of us with
spacetime spare to enact. To flee.’
‘The pulsing light is hard radiation. Superdense. Neutrons, electromagnetically charged
and emitted in expanding wavefronts. Fronts to end us all; us and the biota of this treasured
sphere. Lost, so as to become no more than vanishing thoughts, hastily captured in our
devices for storing such things. And nothing more, cully-mate.’
‘And yet, I catch the ebbing whiff of something more. A plan already formed.’
FirstLightning let out a guff of resignation, and said, ‘we know each other well. And I
alone am not the entirety of this plan. We must go, my life-bud, but not to flee, not that way.
But to the point of that deathly light. And the why of it, you know, as well as I. Will you go
and then to come?’
Reflections watched the gentle colours ripple across the membrane of xis mate and
sniffed again at the air, as if to confirm xir intent in a second moment of the aroma’s passing.
Xe knew well enough FirstLightning’s musings on the matter. The import, the gravity of the
event, and not so much for themselves, but for their beloved biome; their reason for remaining
in existence. And so Reflections knew well enough the answer to FirstLightning’s query.
‘I am nothing more than this place. I am nothing more than budded of you. So we shall
go from here and come to that place, to see what can be done, but know this, my cully-bud-’
‘You would waft at me the loop knowledge of effect preceding cause that you think us
perchance trapped by if we take this rolling way, would you not, my ever cautious cully?’
‘True and true. By embarking on this task - as we must, I fairly agree - we risk circularity entrapment without end.’
‘A theoretical circular entrapment.’
‘But entrapment still, even for its unproven, theoretical-only supposed existence, in an
all-brane fashioned after many such hinted at, and indeterminable, but still yet-to-be-marvelled, plex-bending marvels.’
‘And what is to say that we are not already snared in this circling trap?’
‘What indeed; but a question put well, and unknowable. The biome is the all.’
‘The all,’ echoed FirstLightning.
- end of sample -
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want to find out what happens next? you only have to ask: me@markjsuddaby.com
www.markjsuddaby.com/mail-me
www.markjsuddaby.com
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A Light Beyond the Stars
They were the farthest out along the rolling way and so they knew - when word
reached them - that they would be the one’s to go and come again to prevent the
all-ending. To protect their blessed biome, and all those others further in, lost to
the future but safe still in the past.
Of course they understood the loop trap that they could not roll around, but
then it was only theoretical and completely unprovable within the fixed nature of
the universal all-brane.
And so dutifully, they went so to come again, back to their beloved lifesphere.
What they did not expect - once the calm-space had passed through the horizon-shim - was the fearful light-heat and the mandible-grapple unfolding there.
Or the truly, shockingly alien not-void-life: hot, hard, metallic, toxic.
Or even the entangled light-hole that threatened their own sweet sphere.
But mostly, what they fully did not expect to find was their past rolling out
of the future in quite the way that it was.
But then that’s circularity entrapment causations for you.
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